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FIND is an alliance that seeks to 
ensure equitable access to reliable 
healthcare diagnostics around the 
world. The alliance helps to accelerate 
diagnostic innovation and make testing 
an integral part of sustainable and 
resilient health systems. Their goal 
is to save 1 million lives and reduce 
healthcare costs for patients and 
health systems by US$1 billion. 

�ŪğŵĹHUu'͵ƣśğǖĹŵĐƷƣñƛğñƣňƣ
ŪğĺşğĐƯğėƯƛŵƘňĐñşėňƣğñƣğƣ͢u»'ƣ͓ͣñ
ėňǏğƛƣğĺƛŵƷƘŵĹėňƣğñƣğƣƯłñƯňŪĐşƷėğƣ
ƣĐłňƣƯŵƣŵŨňñƣňƣñŪėşǖŨƘłñƯňĐȌşñƛňñƣňƣ͒
These diseases disproportionately affect 
the poorest and most marginalized 
communities around the world.

The problem
Schistosomiasis, one of the most 
ĹğƛŵĐňŵƷƣu»'ƣ͓ňƣñƘñƛñƣňƯğƯłñƯėňƣƛƷƘƯƣ
the quality of life in poor rural areas 
ñŪėƷŪėğƛƘƛňǏňşğĺğėƷƛĎñŪĐŵŨŨƷŪňƯňğƣ
that face limited access to clean water 
and sanitation. Africa has the largest 
ĎƷƛėğŪŵĹƣĐłňƣƯŵƣŵŨňñƣňƣǐňƯł̗̒̐
ŨňşşňŵŪĐñƣğƣ͓ǐłňĐłñĐĐŵƷŪƯƣĹŵƛ̙̓λ
ŵĹƘƛğǏñşğŪĐğĺşŵĎñşşǖ͒»łğĐŵƷŪƯƛňğƣ
most impacted by this disease are 
uňĺğƛňñ͓»ñŪǡñŪňñ͓IłñŪñ͓sŵǡñŨĎňƚƷğ͓
ñŪėƯłğ'ğŨŵĐƛñƯňĐ¦ğƘƷĎşňĐŵĹ ŵŪĺŵ͒
 łňşėƛğŪłñǏğƯłğłňĺłğƣƯƛňƣśŵĹňŪĹğĐƯňŵŪ
and account for more than half of the 
cases. This is because they are more 
şňśğşǖƯŵƘñƛƯňĐňƘñƯğňŪñĐƯňǏňƯňğƣƣƷĐł
ñƣȌƣłňŪĺ͓ƛňĐğĹñƛŨňŪĺ͓ñŪėƣǐňŨŨňŪĺ
ƯłñƯğǕƘŵƣğƯłğŨƯŵƯłğƘñƛñƣňƯğ͒HUu'
ňėğŪƯňȌğėñŪğğėĹŵƛƣĐłňƣƯŵƣŵŨňñƣňƣ
diagnostics across 30 countries as 
ñśğǖŵĎŘğĐƯňǏğƯŵǐñƛėƣňƯƣĺŵñş͒

The solution
HUu'ĐŵŨŨňƣƣňŵŪğėƷƣƯŵėğǏğşŵƘñ
ĐŵŨƘƛğłğŪƣňǏğŨñƛśğƯñŪėƘŵşňĐǖƛğƘŵƛƯ͓
including a go-to-market strategy that 
would make recommendations based on 
ñŪŵǏğƛǏňğǐŵĹėňñĺŪŵƣƯňĐƘƛŵėƷĐƯƣñŪė
suppliers in the market and pipeline. We 
ƘƛŵǏňėğėñƯñĐƯňĐñşƘşñŪƯłñƯŵƷƯşňŪğėƯłğ
steps to introduce diagnostics in endemic 
ĐŵƷŪƯƛňğƣ͒�ƷƛƯğĐłŪňĐñşñėǏňĐğĐŵǏğƛğė
ƛğĺƷşñƯňŵŪ͓ĹƷŪėňŪĺ͓ƘŵşňĐǖ͓ñŪėƛğşğǏñŪƯ
guidelines to inform successful market 
entry. Together with data collection and 
ñŪñşǖƣňƣ͓ǐğşğǏğƛñĺğėŵƷƛƛğşñƯňŵŪƣłňƘƣ
ǐňƯłňŪͨĐŵƷŪƯƛǖğǕƘğƛƯƣ͓ñŪėƘƛŵǏňėğė
strategic opportunities to scale the 
preferred entry option and suggested 
partnerships to ensure success.

The outcome
»ŵƛğėƷĐğƯłğƘƛğǏñşğŪĐğŵĹ
schistosomiasis and its burden on 
Africa’s population and economy, 
ňŪŪŵǏñƯňǏğƣŵşƷƯňŵŪƣŪğğėƯŵĎğñƘƘşňğė
to the current challenge of diagnosing 
the disease. The elimination of this 
disease across the African continent 
will be made possible by the breaking 
ėŵǐŪĎñƛƛňğƛƣƣƷĐłñƣñǏñňşñĎňşňƯǖñŪė
ñĹĹŵƛėñĎňşňƯǖŵĹƛñƘňėƯğƣƯƣ͒�ƷƛȌŪėňŪĺƣ
and recommendations support global 
and national health stakeholders to 
build more sustainable markets for 
schistosomiasis diagnostics, ensuring 
that these tools are appropriate for use 
in low- and middle-income countries. 

About us
sñƛśğƯ�ĐĐğƣƣ�ĹƛňĐñňƣñŨňƣƣňŵŪͨėƛňǏğŪ
healthcare organization that works with 
ƯłğƘƷĎşňĐ͓ƘƛňǏñƯğ͓ñŪėƯłňƛėƣğĐƯŵƛƣ
ƯŵėğƣňĺŪñŪėėğşňǏğƛƯƛñŪƣĹŵƛŨñƯňŵŪñş
healthcare solutions for Africa.

ÚğğŪǏňƣňŵŪñŪ�ĹƛňĐñǐłğƛğǐŵƛşėͨĐşñƣƣ
healthcare is the standard, and where 
deep-rooted inequities are a thing of 
ƯłğƘñƣƯ͒»ŵƣŵşǏğĐŵŨƘşğǕƘƛŵĎşğŨƣ
ŵŪƯłğĺƛŵƷŪė͓ǐğĐƷƛñƯğñŪėñėǏñŪĐğ
bold ideas that accelerate access to 
ƯłğĎğƣƯňŪŪŵǏñƯňŵŪƣñŪėñƘƘƛŵƘƛňñƯğ
solutions for Africa’s health systems.
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CASE STUDY

Our go-to-market strategy developed a 
diagnostic delivery blueprint that has the 
potential to eliminate Schistosomiasis
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